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FAST NEUTRON NUMBER ALBEDO CHARACTERISTICSFOR DOUBLE-LAYERED SLABS

Nuclear Engineering Department
Facul ty of Engineering, Alex
Alexandria University

A Monte Carlo program. was developed for the calcu-
lation of fast neutrons(14.1 MeV) albedo for point
beam incident on single-layered slabs of carbon ,
iron and on double-layered slabs of iron-carbon ,
carbon-iron of varying thicknesses.
The difference between the behaviour of the num-
ber albedo of one- and two-layered slabs is very
large and is strongly affected by the order of as-
sembling the two layers as well as the relativeth-
ickness of each layer. Packing a layer of dens ma-
terial with a light material layer increases the
albedo value over the saturation value of the de-
nse material.



1. INTRODUCTION
The complicated nature of the fusion design con-
cept necessitates the incorporation of simpli-
fied radiation transport techniques which can ea-
sily be integrated with the plasma physics models
to perform a complete parametric study.Fusion de-
sign is required to accomodate a variety of pene-
trations. The purpose and size of these penetra-
tions vary depending on the reactor type. Radia-
tion streaming into these penetrations can leadto
adverse radiation effects such as nuclear heating
and radiation damage. The albedo concept can be
successfully applied for the analysis of radia-
tion streaming into these penetrations. Adequate
information on neutron albedos would allow neutr-
onic optimization of the materials used for the
first wall and blanket of the fusion devices.Also
in the geometrically complicated neutron transmi-
ssion problems, as in the multibend-air-duct tra-
nsmission problems, the treatment could be simpl-
ified when albedo concept is used. The calculati-
ons could be carried out in two steps: f'irst,cal-
culating the angular distribution and energy spe-
ctrum of the reflected fast neutrons when a mono-
energetic neutron beam is incident on an inf'init-
ely thick layer of wall material for various ang-
lesof incidence and neutron energies. The second
step is the treatment of the real problem with



its complicated geometry in which the wall mater-
ial is replaced by a source surface having the
previously determined reflection properties.
However, published analysis of the albedos for 14
MeV neutrons have apparently been limited to hom-
ogeneous media(2,3,5-7,13-19,21,22,24). Data for
multi-layered media are scarce. Only two papers
(25,26) considered the cal~ulations of the neutr-
on number albedo of double-layered slabs. In both
papers, the SN-method was used to calculate the
albedOS for double-layered slabs of iron and con-
crete. Measurements of albedos for double-layered
slabs of iron backed by concrete and concrete ba-
cked by iron, and polyethylene backed by concrete
were carried out (23).using a coll1ma~ed beam of
fission neutrons from Cf-252 source.
It is clear that the reported data to date cannot
cope with the diversity of media and arrangements
which are strongly needed for the nuclear systems
design. and analysis. In the present paper, a det-
ailed study of the neutron albedo for the media:
carbon, iron, and the double-layered media carbon
-iron and iron-carbon was carried out using the
Monte Carlo method •

.2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The neutron albedo properties of materials can be
used to simplify neutron transport ..calcnJ.ations



or to aid in the design of nuclear systems by con-
sidering the neutron reflecting properties of va-
rious materials. Conventionally, the albedo is re-
fered to as the ratio of the radiation current re-
flected from a surface to the current incident
upon that surface.
A Monte Carlo program was developed for the calcu-
lation of fast neutrons (14.1 MeV} albedos for a
point monodirectional beam fncident on single-lay-
ered slabs of carbon and of iron and on double la-
yered slabs of iron-carbon and carbon-iron of va-
rying thicknesseso The history of the neutron is
terminated when its energy falls below 0.5 MeV.Be-
sides that carbon and iron are two relevant mater-
ials commonly used in nuclear systems,they present
a good choice of a combination ofli~~ material
and heavy material.
Since the fundamental mechanisms that resuJ.t in
neutron backscattering are elastic and inelastic
scatterings, the simulation process of neutron hi-
stories in the media adequately accounts for the
ener~ and angle de~endence of these reactions as
well as the other relevant interactions. The de-
tails of these interaction cross sections were
taken from (4,8~12,20).The details of the Monte
Carlo simulation of the neutron tracks were dis-
cussed in a preceding ~per(1).



The sequence of ordering the two media of differ-
ent weights in a double-layered slab has a strong
influence on the magnitude of the aJ.bedosoResuJ.ts
for the t-cm-thick single iron layer and for the
double-layered slab of t1 cm iron(heavy materiaJ.)
as a first layer and t2 cm .carbon(light materiaJ.)
as the second layer are plotted in fig. 1 with
respect to the thickness t1• Curve parameter is
the thickness t2 of the second layer. The albedos
for the iron slab increases monotonically with
the slab thickness and reach a saturated value at
a thickness of about 40 cm. For the double-layer-
ed slab, increasing the thickness of ~he first
layer the albedo increases reaching a maximum va-
lue and then decreases to the saturation value of
the iron slab. Increasing the thickness t2 of the
carbon layer(curve parameter) the albedo of the
double-layered-layered slab increases. Relative
increase in the albedo vaJ.ue is greater for smal-
ler thickness of the first layer. This behaviour
can be noted more clearly in fig.2, where the the
thickness of the second layer is the independent
variable while the thickness of the first layeris
the curve Parameter. It is found that taking a
layer of finite thickness of a heavy material and
backing it with a thick layer of a light material



increases the albedo to a value greater than the
saturation value of the heavy material. This pro-
cedure may be suggested when a maximum fractionof
the incident neutrons is required to be reflected
from the slab.
For the second case of ordering the light mater-
ial as the first layer and the heavy material as
the second layer(see fig.3,4), the albedo decr-
eases monotonically with increasing the thickness
of the first layer to the saturation value of the
material of the first layer(see fig.5).
The strong dependence of the albedo values on the
order of arranging the two media in the slab and
on the thickness of each layer can be expJ.a.i.i1.ed
considering the difference in the moderating and
the angular scattering powers of neutrons in the
two media. The reflected neutrons can beconsider-
ed to consist of two groups:the first group is
those neutrons reflected after single- scattering
collision, and the second group is the neutrons
reflected after multiply-scattered in the medium.
The albedo for carbon is less than that for iron
because carbon is characterized by its high mod-
erating power together with its peaked forward
sscattering. This difference in behaviour and its
contribution to the albedo value can be noticedby
evaluating the relative amounts of the three com-
ponents constituting the neutron beam at a given



depth in a medium. The three components are: the
uncollided neutrons, collided neutrons passing in
the forward directions(towards larger depths) and
collided neutrons passing in the backward direct-
ions(towards the surface). The depth dependenceof
the values of the three components in carbon and
in iron was calculated and is given in fig.6 and
7 respectively.
In case of coating a light material with a heavy
material, the relative number of the singly- sca-
ttered neutrons increases and the angular distri-
bution of the neutrons entering the second layer
is wider than their corresponding values in case
if the material of the first layer were the same
as that of the second one. Both factors result in
increasing the albedo to greater value than that
if the two layers were of the same kind.
In case of backing a heavy material with a .light
one, an increase in the a.lbedovaJ.ueover the sa-
turation value of the heavy material could be
achieved. Studying the angular distributions o£
the reflected neutrons from a single :'ayered med-
ium when a beam of neutrons is inclindly incident
on its surface showed that for a carbon medium
because of its peaked forward scattering to neut-
rons, most of the neutrons are reflected with di-
rections making small angles with the normal to
the surface(see fig.B). In case of iron most of



of the neutrons are reflected with large angles
with the normal to the surface. Thus in the case
of double-layered, iron-carbon slab, the neutrons
backscattered from the second layer in the first
due to the small inclination of their directions
to the normal will have larger probabilities to
reach the surface than those neutrons if the sec-
ond layer were of iron as the first layer.
Cocluding, the details of the albedo characteris-
tics for double-layered slabs are mu.ch different
than those for homogeneous media and precise val-
ues are needed to control the collided neutron
current incident on double-layered slabs ·or in
extracting neutron beams.
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